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Introduction

Better ranking function

Search results are currently ranked based on the number of times the search word occurs in the note.
This way of ranking is called ranking by term frequency.

Sorting in this way may not be ideal. Some terms are more important than others. Common terms like
'and' or 'the' contribute little to relevance, as they appear in most documents, while uncommon terms
like 'Joplin' or 'hippopotamus' help us zoom in on the most interesting documents. We can take this into
account using the inverse document frequency.

The relevancy of a document may also depend on factors unrelated to its content. For example, it is
quite common to search for notes that were recently modified. Notes years older might contain the
search word but would likely be irrelevant to the current search.

I propose to implement Okapi BM25, an advanced ranking function that uses both term frequency and
inverse document frequency to calculate relevance. The Okapi BM25 relevance score, together with
the number of days since the last update, gives us the document's final relevance score.

Better filtering of search results

Joplin already implements keywords such as title and body to filter results. Additional filtering based on
tags, notebooks, dates, and todos would be useful for many people. Supporting negated queries would
also be helpful to many.

Fuzzy search

Slightly misspelled words should not cause the search to fail. Fuzzy searching would be convenient for
everyone. For example, searching for "tomatos" returns results for "tomatoes."

Project Goals

1. Implement the Okapi BM25 ranking function.

2. Implement additional keywords to refine the search.

1. Filter on tags tag: tag1 tag: tag2

2. Filter on notebook notebook:notebook1

3. Filter by date
1. Date created in YYYYMMDD created:20151218

2. Created n days ago created:day-n

3. Updated n days ago updated:day-n

4. Filter on todos

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tf%E2%80%93idf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Okapi_BM25


1. Show only completed todo todo: true

2. Show only uncompleted todo todo: false

3. Show all todo todo:*

5. Filter by exclusion
1. Without a term -term1

2. Without a tag -tag:tag1

6. Filter using or
1. Search for any of two terms term1 or term2

2. Search for any of two tags tag1 or tag2

3. Implement fuzzy searching

Implementation

Okapi BM25 ranking function

The matchinfo function provided by FTS4 gives us everything we need to implement the Okapi BM25
ranking function.

Given a query , containing keywords , the BM25 score of a document  is:

where  is 's term frequency in the document ,  is the length of the document  in
words, and  is the average document length in the text collection from which documents are
drawn.  and  are free parameters, usually chosen as  and .  is the IDF
weight of the query . It is usually computed as:

where  is the total number of documents in the collection, and , is the number of documents
containing .

From user_updated_time of a note, we can find out the number of days since the last modification.

Files that need to be changed

1. /lib/services/SearchEngine.js The BM25 ranking function will go here as a replacement to
orderResults_() The sql statement in the function search() will also need to be changed to return
matchinfo instead of offset.

Additional Filters
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We can use suitable SQL statements — using intersection, union, and complement — to implement all
these filters.

Files that need to be changed

1. /lib/services/SearchEngine.js First, we get the notes satisfying a particular filter and then perform an
intersection of these notes with the notes from the SQL MATCH statement.

For a tag filter, we can get notes with a given tag by calling Tag.notes(tag.id). Then we use the SQL
MATCH statement to get notes with the given search terms. Finally, we only return notes received from
the MATH that have the filtered tag.

Fuzzy Search

We can use the Spellfix1 virtual table to search a large vocabulary for close matches. It can be used
with FTS4 to do a full-text search using potentially misspelled words. It is not a part of the standard
SQLite build, but a loadable extension.

Files that need to be changed

1. /lib/database-driver-node.js A function loadExtension in DatabaseDriverNode that returns a promise
calling the loadExtension function of database.

2. /lib/database.js A function loadExtension() that calls loadExtension function of node-sqlite3.

3. /lib/joplin-database.js Make a new target version. Add SQL statements to create the required virtual
tables for the Spellfix extension. Modify initialize() to call loadExtension with Spellfix path

4. /lib/services/SearchEngine.js Search for fuzzy matches.

Timeline

May 4 - June 1 (Community Bonding Period)

Discuss the preferred implementation details and forms of approach with the mentor.

Start implementation to be ahead of schedule.

Set up the blog in which I’ll report weekly.

Get to know the rest of the Joplin community.

June 1 - June 14 (2 weeks)

Implement the Okapi BM25 ranking function.

Implement a filter for multiple tags.

Implement a filter for todos.

Implement filter by notebook and date.

June 14 - 21 (2 weeks)

Implement filter by exclusion.

Implement filter by or.

http://tag.id/
https://www.sqlite.org/spellfix1.html
https://www.sqlite.org/loadext.html
https://github.com/mapbox/node-sqlite3/wiki/Extensions


Write unit tests for filters.

June 21 - 30 (2 weeks)

Complete the ranking function.

Free parameter tuning.

Test ranking function and write documentation for it.

July 1 - 22 (3 weeks)

Begin working on fuzzy search

Write unit tests for filters.

Write documentation for filters.

Write an integration test for filters.

July 22 - August 14 (3 weeks)

Finish the fuzzy search implementation.

Write a Integration test for ranking function.

Complete documentation of all filters.

Test fuzzy search and write documentation

August 14 - August 24 (1 week)

Final bug fixes.

Code clean up.

Buffer for anything unexpected.

August 24 - August 31 (1 week)

Code delivery and mentor evaluation.

Availability

I’ll dedicate 30 to 40 hours of work every week. Unfortunately, because of the uncertainty caused by the
pandemic, I haven’t been informed when my final exams would take place. I don’t expect them to clash
with my obligations with Joplin. If so, I’ll report to the mentor.

I'll be reporting my progress daily. Also, I'll be available on Email.

About me

Currently, I'm pursuing a Master’s Degree in Computer Science.

I made a website to calculate, sort, and present a rank list for the engineering colleges in my state. It
collects the engineering exam results of all the colleges under my university. It then finds the GPA of
every student, pass percentage of each department, and the college pass percentage. Here is the
code. This project helped me gain experience working with databases.

https://github.com/naviji/KTU-Rank


Outside of college, I love to read science fiction and fantasy books. I am also now learning my first
musical instrument—a ukulele.

I’ve been working with Joplin for over a month now. I met some great people who are knowledgeable
and passionate about open source. With their help, I also contributed the arrow functionality for going
backward and forward through note history.

Here are my commits: #2809, #2563, #2819

Email: - Github: https://github.com/naviji

https://github.com/laurent22/joplin/pull/2809
https://github.com/laurent22/joplin/pull/2563
https://github.com/laurent22/joplin/pull/2819
https://github.com/naviji

